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THE BASICS OF MOTOR CARRIER
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND
POLICIES
Chad Sizemore, Attorney
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Common Issues
• Casualty coverage for motor carriers and
drivers
• Non‐trucking, unladen, and bobtail
liability coverage
• MCS 90 endorsement
• Multiple claims exceeding policy limits
• Cargo coverage
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Casualty Coverage
• Every property‐carrying commercial vehicle operating in
interstate commerce must have at least $750k in liability
coverage
• Hazardous material carriers must have either $1M or
$5M depending on whether the material is explosive
• $1.5M for CMVs carrying ≤ 15 people; $5M for CMVs
carrying ≥ 16 people
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Casualty Coverage
• Interplay between the FMCSR definitions and coverage issues
• Vehicle includes the power unit and the trailer
• “Employee” and “in the service of” – frequently contested
issues
• Insurance Service Office (“ISO”) forms wrote Truckers
Coverage Form which generally provided broad coverage
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Casualty Coverage
• ISO replaced the Truckers form with the Motor Carrier
Coverage Form in 2010
• Read and study the MCCF carefully
• Lacking case law interpreting the MCCF
• A primary purpose of MCCF was to restrict coverage for
independent contractors/owner‐operators who are
driving under the motor carrier’s authority
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Casualty Coverage
• Remove drivers of leased vehicles from definition of
insured
• Requires examination of the 376.12 lease agreement
between carrier and contractor
• Company drivers/traditional employees are not affected
• Carriers can purchase endorsements to cover leased
vehicles
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Non‐Trucking, Unladen, and Bobtail

• NTL provides coverage for an owner‐operator when he/she is not
furthering the carrier’s business and not hauling cargo
• Unladen insurance provides coverage while the truck is being
operated with an empty trailer attached
• Bobtail coverage applies when the truck is being operated without a
trailer
8
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Common Coverage Dispute
• Whether the driver is “acting in the service of” the
carrier when an accident occurs
• Fact‐specific, varies state‐to‐state
• Going to pick up a load ‐ Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Stacey, 12th
Dist. Clinton No. CA2008‐06‐019, 2008‐Ohio‐6761
• Returning from delivery ‐ Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Haack, 125
Ohio App.3d 183 (2nd Dist. 1997)
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MCS 90 Endorsement
• Motor Carrier Act of 1980 requires every liability
insurance policy contain MCS 90
• Stated amount on endorsement, at least $750,000
• Pay final judgment, regardless of coverage defenses
• Lynch v. Yob, 95 Ohio St.3d 441, 2002‐Ohio‐2485 (MCS 90
applies to trailer)
• Insurer allowed to recover from insured
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Multiple Claims Exceeding Limits
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Multiple Claims Exceeding Limits
• 6‐year‐old and 7‐year‐old sisters in rear seat dead,
mother in front seat rendered a quadriplegic, dad in
driver’s seat has numerous broken bones and a head
injury
• Trucking company has $1M policy
• No other insurance
• May or may not be assets of the insured potentially at
stake
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Multiple Claims Exceeding Limits
• Interpleader is okay, but doesn’t necessarily relieve the
duty to defend
• Unfair claims settlement predicate
• Bad faith concerns
• Variety of approaches depending on state:
o Settle “first come, first served”
o Act reasonably in settlement
o Pro‐rata ‐ no settlement until all claims are known
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Cargo Insurance Coverage
• No longer required, except for
movers
• Don’t assume its like a typical
liability policy
• Different provision on duty to
defend:
o Very few have a duty to defend
o Many don’t have a duty to
defend
o Some have reservations or
options to defend
• Optional or reserved defense not
necessarily ambiguous – Great
West Cas. Co. v. Flandrich, 605 F.
Supp.2d 955 (S.D. Ohio 2009)
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Cargo Insurance Coverage
• Indemnification must be examined carefully
• Need to understand Carmack Amendment – 49 U.S.C.
14706
• Typically need to verify (1) cargo is “covered property”;
(2) loss occurred during transport in covered vehicle; and
(3) no exclusions or exceptions to exclusions apply
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Chad Sizemore
Shareholder
250 E. Fifth Street
Suite 310
Cincinnati, OH 45202
P: 513.361.8294
E: csizemore@ralaw.com
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NEW LEASING STANDARD:
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Mike Renzelman, Audit Shareholder
Brandon Embreus, Audit Manager

Overview
• ASC 842 requires lessees to CAPITALIZE all leases with a term of more than one year
– Right of Use asset
– Lease liability
• No significant changes to income statement presentation
• Effective Dates:
– Public entities – Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2018
– Other entities – Fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2019
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Systems and Data Requirements
• The requirement to capitalize substantially all leases on the balance sheet requires
greater and more accurate tracking of lease data
– Key lease terms must be compiled for all new and existing individual leased assets
– For lessees with a large number of leased assets (12 or more), specialized
software may be required to meet the new standard
• For many companies, aggregating lease data for all existing leases will be a time
consuming process
• Key Takeaways:
– Plan ahead
– Excel won’t cut it
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Embedded Leases
• Contracts for aircraft, rail cars, and ships often contain embedded leases
• An embedded lease exists when a contract explicitly identifies the asset to be
used
• Embedded leases greater than one year would require balance sheet
presentation
• Example:
– Service agreement to lease a SPECIFIED aircraft vs. ANY aircraft
• Key Takeaway:
– Structure contracts to obtain the most favorable balance sheet impact
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Nonlease Components
• A lease arrangement may contain both lease and nonlease components
• Examples of nonlease components:
– Property Taxes
– Insurance
– Maintenance
• To capitalize or not to capitalize?
– ASC 842 allows as a practical expedient for lessees by accounting policy
election to choose to not separate nonlease components from associated
lease components
– If elected, nonlease components would need to be capitalized along with
lease components
• Key Takeaway:
– Consider the magnitude of your associated nonlease component costs
and how this would impact the balance sheet gross up
– Capitalization ‐> Amortization ‐> Higher EBITDA
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Debt Covenants
• Many financing arrangements with financial institutions contain loan covenants
• Ratios potentially impacted by new leasing standard:
– Basic fixed‐charge coverage
– Current ratio
– Debt service coverage
– Debt to net worth
– Funded debt to EBITDA
• Key Takeaways:
– Talk to your bank
– Discuss adding Frozen / Semifrozen GAAP clauses to new and existing lending
agreements
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Lease vs. Buy
• Historically
– Lease vs. buy decisions at times were based on a desire for off‐balance
sheet financing
– Off‐balance sheet lease financing often resulted in lessees paying a
premium
• Under ASC 842
– On‐/off‐balance sheet financing no longer a significant factor
– Can now focus on:
• Cost benefit analysis
• Business purpose
– With no off‐balance sheet incentive, could lead to a reduction of overall
lease costs
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Lease vs. Buy (continued)
• Key Takeaways:
– Revisit past leasing deals
– Amend renewing lease contracts, when applicable
– Off‐balance sheet financing no longer an option
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Who to Call for Help?
• Michael A. Renzelman, Shareholder
(614) 586‐7203
• Brandon M. Embreus, Manager
(614) 586‐7221
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TAX CUTS AND JOBS ACT OF 2017
Dan Phillips and Carl Scharf
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc.
Dave Ferris
Attorney
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Today’s Agenda
I. Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
A. Provisions
̶
̶
̶
̶
B.

Individual
Small Business / Pass‐Through
Corporations
Other Business Provisions
Tax Planning for 2018 – What can
you do now?
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
2018‐2025
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
MFJ Taxable Income
(2017)

2017 Tax
Rates

2018 Tax
Rates

Savings

Breakeven MFJ
Income Level Take Away
(2018)
Deductions

$

150,000

$

29,000

$

25,000

$

4,000

$

165,000

$15,000

$

250,000

$

57,500

$

48,500

$

9,000

$

285,000

$35,000

$

500,000

$

143,000

$

126,000

$

17,000

$

550,000

$50,000

$

750,000

$

242,000

$

217,000

$

25,000

$

820,000

$70,000

$

1,000,000

$

341,000

$

309,000

$

32,000

$ 1,085,000

$85,000
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
– Standard deduction increased
• $12,000 (S)
• $24,000 (MFJ)

– Personal exemptions repealed
– Child tax credit increased to $2,000
̶ Refundable portion limited to $1,400
̶ Phase‐out increased from $110k to $400k (MFJ)
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
– State & local income & property taxes
• Combined limit of $10,000
• Limit does not apply to property taxes paid in connection with
a trade or business

– Mortgage interest deduction ‐ debt limit reduced from
$1M to $750k
• Interest on home equity loans for home improvement allowed

– “Pease limitation” repealed
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individuals
•
•

3333

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
• Individual AMT retained
– Phase out of exemptions increased significantly

• Estate, gift & generation‐skipping taxes: No repeal; $11 million
exclusion.
• Certain Other Miscellaneous Other Provisions and Other Deductions
– Medical: Reduces the floor to 7.5% for 2017/2018; eliminates AMT
preference
– 2% Miscellaneous: no longer deductible (Unreimbursed employee
business expenses – driver meals)
– Charitable: increases AGI limitation from 50% to 60%
– Education credit regime retained
– Sale of Principal residence: current rules retained.
– Adoption Credits: current rules retained
– Alimony: Eliminates deductibility / taxability beginning in 2019.
34
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Individual Provisions
•
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Pass‐Through Entities

– Deduction for Qualified Business Income
– 20% deduction from income of partnerships, S‐Corps and
sole proprietorships

• Limited to greater of:
̶ 50% of W‐2 wages paid by the business, or
̶ 25% of W‐2 wages plus 2.5% of unadjusted
basis of depreciable property
̶ Determined for each separate business (i.e., no
aggregation of wages among commonly‐
controlled entities)

– Overall limitation ‐ 20% of taxable income in
excess of capital gains
36
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Pass‐Through Entities
– Deduction for Qualified Business Income
– Deduction is not available to “specified service businesses”
• Health, law, accounting, consulting, athletics, performing arts, financial,
investment and brokerage services

– Exemption from limitations for taxpayers with taxable income less than
$315,000 (MFJ) or $157,500 (S)
• Wage limitation does not apply
• Prohibition against specified service businesses does not apply
• Exemptions are phased out for income between $315,000 and $415,000 (MFJ)

– Entity aggregation?
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Pass‐Through Entities

– Example #1
– Taxable Income = $500,000
– Company wages = $1,000,000
– Company unadjusted basis of property =
$1,500,000
– QBI deduction is:
• $100,000 (20% x $500k) = $37,000 tax savings!
• Limited to greater of:
̶ $500,000 (50% share of W‐2 wages)
̶ $287,500 (25% share of W‐2 Wages + 2.5% of
unadjusted basis)
38
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Pass‐Through Entities
– Example #2
– Taxable Income = $500,000
– Company wages = $150,000
– Company unadjusted basis of property = $200,000
– QBI deduction is:
• $100,000 (20% x $500k)
• Limited to greater of:
̶ $75,000 (50% share of W‐2 wages) = $27,750 tax
savings!
̶ $42,500 (25% share of W‐2 Wages + 2.5% of unadjusted
basis)
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ Corporations
• Corporate tax rate – 21% (flat rate) beginning in 2018
• Corporate AMT – repealed
• Minimum tax credit
̶ 50% refundable (2018 – 2020)
̶ 100% refundable (2021)

• Corporate provisions are permanent
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ Corporations

S‐corp vs. C‐corp?
S‐corp
― Maximum all‐in fed tax rate is 29.6%
• 80% x 37%

C‐corp
― Maximum all‐in fed tax rate is 39.8%
• 21.0% corp
• 18.8% on dividend (79% x 23.8%)
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– Interest Expense
– Deduction limited to interest income plus 30% of “adjusted taxable
income”
• Adjusted taxable income = taxable income before interest expense,
NOLs and depreciation and amortization (e.g., EBITDA)

– Exclusion for floor plan interest
– Exclusion for investment interest
– Elective exclusion for interest from a real property trade or business
– Exemption for businesses with average gross receipts under $25M
for prior three years
– Unused amounts can be carried forward indefinitely
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
Example
• The taxable income of T&L company is $300,000. Depreciation expense is
$200,000. Interest expense is $300,000.
• Adjusted Taxable Income:
Taxable Income 300,000
Addback Interest Exp.
300,000
Addback Depreciation Exp. 200,000
Adjusted Taxable Income
800,000
• Deductible Interest:
800,000
x 30%
240,000
• Non‐deductible Interest:
300,000
(240,000)
60,000
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
― Depreciation
• Bonus depreciation
̶ 100% for qualified property placed in service after 9/27/17
and before 1/1/23
̶ Must be first use by the taxpayer (need not be new)
̶ Decreasing percentages for years 2023 – 2026
̶ Depreciation caps on luxury autos increased
̶ Qualified improvement property
 Includes facility upgrades and improvements to interior
retail space
 Waiting for technical correction
̶ ** Excludes any assets owned by a business with floor‐plan
financing debt
44
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
― Depreciation
• Section 179 expense
̶ Expensing limit increased to $1M
̶ Investment limitation of $2.5M
̶ Expansion of eligible qualified real property
 HVAC, Roof, Fire Protection, Alarm & Security Systems
̶ Effective for tax years beginning after 12/31/17
̶ Made permanent and adjusted for inflation
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– Excess business losses of individuals not allowed

– “Excess business losses” are defined as:
̶ Aggregate deductions from all trades or businesses in excess of:
̶ Aggregate gross income plus $500k (MFJ)

– For partnerships and S‐corps, the rules are applied at the
partner/shareholder level
– Passive activity limitations are applied first
– Disallowed amounts are treated as NOL carryovers
– NOL carried forward indefinitely but limited to 80% of taxable
income
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– Net Operating Losses (C‐Corps)

• General repeal of NOL carryback except for farming
and property insurance businesses
• Unlimited carryforward period
• NOL deduction limited to 80% of taxable income
• Applies to NOLs arising in taxable years beginning
after 12/31/17
̶ Carryforwards and carrybacks originating from
earlier years are unaffected
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– Miscellaneous business provisions
– Like‐kind exchanges
• Only allowed for real property
• Transitional rule provided for personal property relinquished
or acquired prior to 12/31/17

– R&D expenses
̶ Mandatory five‐year amortization (15 years for foreign R&D)
̶ Also applies to software development expenses
̶ Mid‐year convention applies
̶ Effective for R&D expenses incurred after 2021

– Repeal of deduction for transportation and commuting
benefits provided to employees
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– Miscellaneous business provisions – M&E
– Repeal of deduction for entertainment expenses or
entertainment facilities
• Certain exceptions for employee events and expenses that are
included in the income of recipient, etc.

– Meals still deductible

49
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions
– 2017 Affordable Care Act (ACA) Update
– The ACA Employer Mandate was in effect for 2017:
• Employers with 50 or more full‐time employees were still
required to offer compliant health coverage and still have
reporting requirements
̶ Forms 1095‐C provided to employees by March 2, 2018.
̶ Forms 1094‐C & copies of Forms 1095‐C filed with IRS
 Paper filing by Feb 28, 2018
 Electronic filing by April 2, 2018.
– Good Faith transition relief extended to 2017 reporting.
• Employers who complete the forms will not be assessed
penalties due to missing or inaccurate information. Relief only
applies if employer files forms or timely
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act – Business Provisions

–2018 Affordable Care Act (ACA) Update
–ACA Employer Mandate not repealed.
Exists for 2018 and beyond
–Employer obligations remain unchanged
and enforcement has started
• Employers have started receiving penalty letters
from the IRS

–The Individual Mandate also stands for
2018
• Individual Mandate repeal doesn’t go into effect
until 2019
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
– Participation‐exemption system (years after 12/31/17)
• 100% exclusion for dividends received from a 10%‐owned
foreign corporation
̶ Available only to C‐Corps

• No foreign tax credits or deductions allowed against excluded
income
• Section 902 (deemed‐paid foreign tax credit) is eliminated
• Section 960 is modified so that deemed‐paid credits relative
to Subpart F income are determined on a current‐year basis
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
― Taxation of accumulated foreign earnings as of 12/31/17 or 11/2/17
(whichever is greater)
• Applies to US shareholders of “specified foreign corporations” (SFCs)
̶ CFCs, or
̶ Any foreign corp that has a US C‐corp as a shareholder
• All CFCs are aggregated (E&P deficits reduce the amount)
• 15.5% effective tax rate on cash E&P
̶ 44.3% income inclusion x 35% corp tax rate
• 8% effective tax rate on non‐cash E&P
̶ 22.9% income inclusion x 35% corp tax rate
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
― Taxation of accumulated foreign earnings
• Deemed‐paid foreign tax credits are available consistent with the
percentage of income included (available only to C‐corps)
̶ Planning implications – move CFCs under C‐corp by 12/31/17 if
deemed‐paid credits are available
• Tax payable over 8 years (8% for years 1 to 5, then 15%, 20%, 25%)
• Special deferral rules for S corp‐owned SFCs
̶ Defer tax until business is sold or discontinued
̶ Tax payment liability (over 8 years) begins on date of triggering
event
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
― Current inclusion of “Global Intangible Low‐Taxed Income”
(GILTI) of CFCs
• GILTI = excess of foreign subsidiaries’ aggregate net income
over 10% of the adjusted basis of depreciable tangible
property (using ADS) less interest expense
• 50% of GILTI amount allowed as a deduction
̶ Results in a maximum US tax rate of 10.5% (21% x 50%)
̶ Deduction reduced to 37.5% of GILTI beginning in 2026
̶ Only applies to CFCs owned by C‐corps

• FTC allowed for 80% of foreign taxes paid with respect to the
income inclusion amount
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
― Deduction for “foreign‐derived intangible income” (FDII)
• FDII = Corporation’s intangible income (see GILTI formula)
multiplied by the percentage of its overall taxable income
attributable to qualified foreign sales and services
• Qualified foreign sales and services
• Property sold for foreign use to any non‐US person
• Services provided to any person or with respect to property not
located in the US

• 37.5% of FDII amount allowed as a deduction
• Results in maximum US tax rate of 13.1% (21% x 62.5%)
• Deduction drops to 21.875% of FDII beginning in 2026
• Only applies to CFCs owned by C‐corps
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act ‐ International Provisions
– Other International Provisions
• Base erosion and anti‐abuse tax
̶ Minimum tax = 10% of “modified taxable income”
 Income determined excluding payments to related foreign parties

̶ Applies to taxpayers with average annual gross receipts of $500M
over prior three years

• Definition of intangible property expanded to include
goodwill, going‐concern value, etc.
̶ Intended to address valuation issues under Section 367(d)
relative to outbound transfers of intangibles
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What Can You Do Now?
• Impact of increased standard deduction – will itemized deductions
exceed standard deduction?
– Any benefit for mortgage interest or charitable contributions?
– Use of donor advised funds for charitable contributions

• Review impact of interest expense limitations
• Planning and structuring to maximize the 20% deduction for pass‐
through entities
• Expensing for capital improvements and equipment purchases
• Re‐evaluate company entertainment expensing policies
• Consider gifting before expiration of law 12/31/2025
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Contact Us

Dan Phillips, CPA
Shareholder, Tax Advisory Services
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc.
One PPG Place, Suite 1700
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Phone: (412) 697‐5299
Email: dphillips@schneiderdowns.com

Carl Scharf, CPA
Sr Manager, Tax Advisory Services
Schneider Downs & Co., Inc.
65 E. State Street, Suite 2000
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Phone: (614) 586‐7139
Email: cscharf@schneiderdowns.com
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BIG DATA/CYBERSECURITY
FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
How to Address Before and During Litigation

Joseph Ruscak, Attorney

ITEMS TO BE COVERED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery Process Overview
Data Increases
Security/Privacy Rights
Internet of Things
Big Data Practices
Cyberinsurance
Facebook Effect

This presentation is informational only and should not be construed as legal advice. All rights reserved.
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Types of Discovery

• The three main types of discovery are:
– Interrogatories
– Requests for Production
– Depositions

• Parties use all three types of discovery in concert to
develop their case.
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Emails vs Large Data Sets
• Old concern?
– E‐mails is the main form of corporate communication

• New Concerns
– “All data” related to a vehicle or component
– Truck is generating a tremendous amount of info
– Companies are doing consumer deep dives
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RECORD RETENTION
•

Record retention programs are preventative medicine.
–
–

•

Allows company to avoid storage costs of “dead” data
Keeps data from needing to be reviewed in cases,
especially if unrelated

Compliance with your company’s record retention
program is key.
–
–
–

It is there to protect you as well as your company
One person’s non‐compliance can cause questions for
others about why records are or are not available
Not having records that should be there can be just as
problematic as having those that should not
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RECORD RETENTION
•

Retention of science/engineering background is often an
important issue.
–
–
–

•

Many times, cases can focus on more general
information than data specific to a certain component.
Identifying and using such materials in a matter can help
a manufacturer defend a case.
However, record retention should still be followed to
insure the most current versions of these kinds of data
are kept.

Compliance with State or Federal regulations
–

Terms of Service
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Direct Requests for data
• Tech companies bombarded with requests
– Uber, Facebook, Twitter, Reddit
– Civil and Criminal

• Old concern – email searches
– Scope defined via key words

• New concerns – ALL DATA
– Best practice – work to define
– Privacy
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AUTONOMOUS = LARGE DATA GRABS
•

Tires manufactured for 100+ years ‐ inanimate
–

Human ‐ Vehicle interaction
•
•
•

–

•

Steering wheel
Seat of pants
Driver inspection

Tires MAIN FEEDBACK for driver

Current Defenses
–
–

Driver feedback
Poor maintenance
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TPMS SENSORS

• First attempt to focus tire/vehicle “system”
69

OTHER INTEGRATIONS
• Wheel Speed Sensors
– First use = anti‐lock braking
– Differential transmission / 4 wheel drive

• Wheel Position Sensors
– Vehicle integration
– Tire into (or out of) expected position
• Should system now correct?

• How much data should be retained?
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Automobile autonomy
• Trucks generating hundreds of datapoints/sec
• Autonomous
– Data in truck (manufacturer vs component)
• Truck owner owns data – agreement to share?

– Data in network (sensors / GPS / LANs)
• How long do municipalities retain (and provide)
• Can the data be sold?
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Product Liability
• Two key concerns
– Device malfunctions
• Bad tire sensor leads to accident
• TPMS sensor provides 35 psi when tire is 12 psi

– Cyber‐attacks and theft of personal data
• Laws exist – but unsettled and rapidly changing
• People use insecure passwords on IOT
• Negligence – 95% of all lawsuits
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COURTS REACTIONS TO BIG DATA REQUESTS
• Privacy
– Consumer privacy vs relevancy to case
– Consumer laws strong – financial & health
– Terms of Service
– Anonymization
• Financial entities have been using
• Netflix study (2013) + Health/Voting records
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BIG DATA vs PRIVACY
• Privacy – collect what you need and keep it as long as
you need it
• Big Data – collect as much as you can and keep it as long
as its useful
• Accuracy vs Probability
• Ownership
– Who owns data in your vehicle?
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Privacy Concerns – next wave
• Old = Passwords and Social Security #
• New = Biometrics
– Illinois – BIPA
• Protects identity theft via biometrics
• Fingerprints, voiceprints, retinal scan, facial rec.

– Passwords and Social Security can be changed
• Biometrics cannot
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Genetic Websites
• Decades old California murder case
– Investigators used GEDmatch
• Open source database
• Created to aid research

– Crime scene DNA vs submitted family data

• Laws remain vague
– 73 year old man Oregon man misidentified
– Compelled to provide DNA sample
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European Privacy ‐ GDPR
• GDPR = General Data Protection Regulation
– May 25, 2018
– Protects EU consumer information
– Applies to all foreign companies targeting EU consumers
– Increased Compliance Burden
•
•
•
•

Requirement to introduce internal record keeping
Data Protection Officer
Consumer has given consent
Processing of data is necessary
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Who OWNS the DATA?

Photo: David Slater ?
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INTERNET OF THINGS
• 1990 John Romkey and Simon Hackett connected a
toaster to the internet
• Toaster could turn on/off
• Believed to be first IOT device
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IOT
• Internet of Things
– Thermostats, cars, garage door openers, baby monitors,
Fitbit

– Connected devices > human beings
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IOT ‐ Firewall
• 10 years ago
– Protect computers

• 5 years ago
– Smartphones

• Current
– Cars, home appliances, wearables, etc

• Best Defense = UPDATE
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BIG DATA Practices – LEGAL VIEW
• Fitbit problem
– Company collecting health info
– Discriminate against an employee not exercising
– Algorithm used in hiring/promotion to find some more or
less of an ideological persuasion

• Hacking
– What info being hacked
– Every device is an entry point for hackers
• TARGET breach?
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Hacking
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Cyberinsurance
• Average data breach = $3.6 million
– Roughly $141 per record (2017 Ponemon Inst)

• Allianz study
– 42% cited business and supply chain interuptions
– 40% cited cyber incidents

• Typically after consumer data
– But sophistication growing
– Data hostage – disrupt shipments
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Types of Cyberattacks
•
•
•
•
•

Ransomware
Unauthorized Access
Social Engineering
Theft of Digital Assets
Hacktivists
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Cyberinsurance
• Develop a plan
• Cyber insurance
– Nature of potential loss?
– What kind of coverage do you have
• ASK – theft / criminal / property / errors & omissions

• When hacked
– Notify insurer
‐ Enact Plan
rd
– Work with IT/3 party & Beware of Emails
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Dark Web

• Everything is for sale

• Everything
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USE OF MOBILE DEVICES
•
•
•
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As demands for mobility increase, smart phones or tablets
are being used more and more to access company
information or to conduct company business.
Company‐owned mobile devices provide a way for
manufacturers to meet this demand of its employees.
The use of personal devices to achieve the same goals is an
increasing trend which brings its own complications.
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BLOCKCHAIN
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Best practices
• Have a policy – stick to it
– Know your risks

• Retain data per your record retention policy
– Update you record retention policy

• Terms of Service
– Or other written agreement on data usage

• Anonymization
• If data requested – civil/criminal/federal
– Work to define scope – request limits
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FACEBOOK

Congress hesitant to regulate ‐or‐ lack of understanding
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Disclaimer
• This presentation is for informational and educational
purposes and should NOT be considered legal advice.
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Joseph Ruscak
222 South Main Street
Akron, OH 44308

330.849.6716
jruscak@ralaw.com

COMBATING CYBER THREATS
Eric Wright, Technology Advisors Shareholder
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Eric Wright
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology Advisors Shareholder
CPA (Certified Public Accountant)
CITP (Certified Information Technology Professional)
Started my career at Schneider Downs in 1983
IT Audit Chair for PICPA
Experience in delivering IT Audit, IT Security Services, Penetration
Testing and Vendor Risk Management services to a variety of
industries, including transportation companies
• Responsible for product delivery, client satisfaction and quality
control
• BS Degree in Computer Science and Mathematics from Waynesburg
College
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Examples of Cyberfraud
10 Must Ask Cybersecurity Questions
Q&A
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Typical Thought Process
• I need to find and keep good drivers, ensure my
equipment remains up and running, all while
obtaining decent freight rates. Cybersecurity? That’s
something Verizon, Apple, Google, and the rest of the big
technology firms need to deal with.
• Then you realize just about everything in trucking – the
trucks, trailers, tires, even the freight itself – is rapidly
being “plugged in” to the Internet via all sorts of sensors
designed to collect, transmit, and even accept a wide
variety of data.
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Can you Imagine
• Can you imagine getting a phone call from your driver at
rush hour from the I70/I71 interchange letting you know
that your truck just quit working and that traffic is
backing up, horns are blaring and ugly gestures are being
directed his/her way by the passing motorist. The next
thing your driver tells you is a message appeared on the
dash board indicating the a virus has been installed and a
ransom payment in bitcoin will be required to reactivate
the engine.
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Reality
• Fortunately, this has not happened yet, but it is certainly
possible and it is not too far into the distant future.
• Trucking companies are targets for ransomware, phishing
and denial of service attacks
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Examples of Cyberfraud

• Large local business with
operations all over the
United States had multiple
employee email accounts
phished.

• The hackers began to study
the company’s operations.
• They created a new look-alike domain and email
accounts with real
employee’s names.
• Began sending real invoices
with doctored payment
instructions to actual clients.
• Other accounts were used to
phish additional employees
and other business partners.
• Rinse and Repeat….
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Examples of Cyberfraud
• Medium sized business has
multiple workstations and
file servers locked by
ransomware.
• Operations slowed to a
crawl for nearly a week.
• The organization did not
have a good backup
strategy and was forced to
pay the ransom.
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Examples of Cyberfraud
• Medium sized local business discovers
Bitcoin mining software on a number of
their servers after weeks of
performance issues and failures.
• Cyber thieves in this case stole
company resources (electricity and CPU
power) to enhance their Bitcoin
operations.
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Question One
How well do you know your IT
environment?
– Accurate inventory of devices
– Accurate inventory of software
– Accurate inventory of Internet‐
facing systems
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Question Two

What data do the hackers want and where
does it live?
• Look at not only structured data, but unstructured as well (e.g.,
spreadsheets, user reports, downloads from ERP or CRM systems)
• What data lives in your employee’s email accounts?
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Question Three
If you have identified critical systems and data, how do you
further protect access to it?
• Do you require complex passwords?
• Do you require two‐factor authentication to critical systems
and the network?
– Email
– VPN
– ERP
– CRM
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Question Four
Are your employees
susceptible to being
phished?
• Statistics show the
answer is likely “yes”.
• Have you
tested/trained them?
• What technical
controls have you put
in place to stop it?
– e.g., Advanced Email
Protection
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Question Five
If phishing succeeds, do
you have additional
protection methods?
• Advanced endpoint
protection complements
traditional anti-virus
• Encryption of data
• Whitelisting of allowed
applications
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Question Six
Does your IT staff concentrate
more on security or operations?
• Management often believes
their IT staff focuses on
security more than they
actively do in reality.
• Reality is that security and IT
operations often conflict with
each other
• Having an independent
security group or security
consulting partner helps
bridge the gap
10
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Question Seven
Do you know where you are vulnerable?
• A large amount of breaches take
advantage of unpatched operating
systems and application software.
– e.g., Equifax breach leveraged
vulnerability in Apache Struts software
toolkit.

• How often does your IT team patch
systems and software?
• Have you run vulnerability scans to
test the effectiveness of the patching
process?
• Do not forget your mobile devices.
11
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Question Eight
Have you simulated an
external attack to
determine how
secure/vulnerable you
really are?
• Penetration tests or
ethical hacking
exercises are
valuable because
they help identify
issues before the bad
guys do.
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Question Nine
How prepared are you for a
breach?
• Its not a matter of “IF,”
but, “WHEN”
• Having a solid incident
response plan that is
tested may not prevent a
breach, but will surely
limit the impact
• Practice common
scenarios (e.g., Phishing,
Ransomware, Business
Email Compromise, etc.)
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Question Ten
Have you adopted and
assessed yourself against a
standard security framework?

• Allows for continuous
improvement
• Set a road map for long‐
term information security
success
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Extra Credit!
Do you know what vendors have
access to, or store your data?

• You can outsource certain
business operations, but
you can’t outsource the risk.
• Ask business service
providers for a SOC report
or similar attestation report
regarding their security
controls to gain
transparency.
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Questions?

Contact Information
Eric Wright
ewright@schneiderdowns.com
412-697-5328
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Thank You
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